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Equipment Required: (100 words or less)

Materials Required: (100 words or less)

Brief Description of Technology: (200 words or less)

Contact Information:

First Name: Last Name: Date/Time Field:

City:

email:Phone Number:

State: Zip Code:

Cell Number:

Expertise Required / Expertise Offered: (100 words or less)

Your Idea, Alternative Response Technology or Proposed Solution will be reviewed and we will inform 
you of any further action should we require your support. Please understand that your solution may 
have already been proposed by another party or attempted.
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	Please type your First name into this form field.: Charles
	Please type your Last name into this form field.: Atkinson
	Please do not alter the date in this field: 
	Please type your city of your mailing address into this form field.: Cambridge
	Please type your e-mail into this form field: cdatkinson3@gmail.com
	Please type your cell phone number into this form field: 6175300959
	Please type your State of your mailing address into this form field.: MA
	Please type your Zip Code of your mailing address into this form field.: 02138
	Please enter the materials that would be required to carry out your suggestion: Take 120 TARPs -- the kind that cover football fields at Colleges in the United States. These are about 5,000 square yards each.  When stitched together, as a Betsy Ross like Flag, they would provide a curtain barrier of 600,000 square yards.  They could then be made into a tube like a shower curtain and dropped into the Gulf over the leaking oil wells.A Curtain of TARPS dropped to the ocean floor, at 2000 yards deep and 300 yards in circumference, would meet the 600,000 square yard requirement. It would be a little extra long enough to allow for the currents.  Think of it as being anchored like a kite in the ocean. It would provide a barrier and funnel that would bring the contaminating oil harmlessly to the surface. 
	Please enter into this field the equipment that will be required for your proposal: Repurpose and redeploy the equipment you are using for the Containment Dome:  Robots, Barges, Syphons, Navy Seals, Avatars
	Please enter to the form field all of the areas of expertise that will be required to implement your suggestion: The expertise Required to Implement is completely available with BP, Exxon, Coast Guard, DOD, The expertise Offered:  What is needed and what I offer is this: I was the first President and Founder of The Whole Brain Corporation with seminars all over the world to IBM, HP, Singapore Institute of Management, Harvard Business School.  I am an expert in Creative Problem Solving Solutions and in Flipping the Dilemma.  Dan Yergin of Cambridge Energy Research Associates served on my Board of Directors in an Energy Training Company.  Ali Riza Bozkurt, a world famous Civil Engineer in Turkey and the United States and a Sernior Research Fellow at Harvard University admires and completely supports this Conceputal Framework approach for applying engineering solutions and implementation.
	Please describe the technology that you are suggesting: A TARP Proposal to Bail Out the Banks of the Gulf of Mexico: Its Curtains for the BP Oil CatastropheThink of a gigantic upside down old-fashioned shower curtain, about the size of a football field, circled around three shower heads at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. The shower curtains are anchored to the ocean floor and these shower heads are spewing out black turbidity from antiquity that rises to the surface. The black stuff is contained all the way up by these curtains made of TARPs -- the kind that colleges use to cover their football fields.Charles Atkinson Alternative to Containment Dome for BP Oil Spill http://preview.tinyurl.com/2byn3auUp top, the curtain narrows into a funnel and barges simply slurp up the black stuff and take it off to the Refinery so that it does not wreak catastrophic havoc into our infinite future.Maybe the plumbers called for this undersea Watergate will succeed in capping this upwardly mobile toxic asset or even contain it with a dome as relief program.Saturday afternoon, May 8, 2010, it looks like the Containment Dome is a failure because of the flammable hydrate formations that clog the 100 ton gizmo.But why not spell Curtains for the BP oil spill with TARPs to bail out the Banks of the Gulf of Mexico.Does this stimulate our thinking or is this just a pipe dream?Charlie Atkinson,Cambridge, Massachusetts 
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